
 Castrucci and Sipser: “Inside out”: Mistakes, Atrocities, Do-Overs”, Bullet Space Gallery, Nov.  22
Bullets of thoughts, stray  feuilletons and words on fire. Andrew Castrucci and Walter Sipser have been 
admiring each other’s lines since they met in the late 70’s at New York’s School of Visual Arts. Sipser and 
Castrucci immediately succeeded the storied class at SVA that included Keith Haring and Kenny Scharf, 
with Jean Michel Basquiat as the frequent attending jester. First at Castrucci’s A&P gallery (operated jointly 
with Andrew’s brother Paul) and later at the current Bullet Space gallery founded in 1985 when the building 
was first a squat, Andrew and Walter have a long history of exhibiting their works jointly, separately and in 
group shows at Bullet space and elsewhere. At the center of this is a love for drawing, specifically the effects 
of graphite on paper. Drawing as process and also as end in itself, a compulsive scratching and erasure as old 
as human mark-making  (perhaps older).
Inside Out:  Whereas in most gallery situations the aim is to exhibit completed, polished works of art as end 
products for capitalist consumption (think Koons), this drawing process that consumes both Castrucci and 
Sipser is more akin to the accretions of notes and chords in a jazz composition (or spontaneous flurries 
of words that will later become poems), and these artists are both challenged, inspired and riff of one 
another’s scrawls in a jazz-like fashion. In this interplay, both Sipser and Castrucci nonetheless retain their 
idiosyncratic individual styles; creating bodies of work that exude influence yet are more complimentary 
than strictly collaborative.
Castrucci is also renowned for more finely hewn paintings and sculptures, as well as large, intricate diagrams 
that recall medieval alchemical charts, and Sephirot mappings, linking aesthetic and political concepts as 
well as more daily concerns, like just living your life. Tirelessly compulsive, Castrucci has also documented 
his personal and political, and by extension the Bullet Space building’s, struggle in what he calls “Calendar 
Drawings”, and the full anteroom of the gallery space is dedicated to these. Supplementing them are various 
sketches he lovingly terms “mistakes” and “do-overs”, as well visual and linguistic puns and, misdirection 
and malaprop (“We have been arguing about 9/11 since 1979” he says referring to Sipser) that complement 
and compete with Sipser’s own.
Walter’s work has long deliberately borne the vestigial traces of erasures, under-sketches (“do-overs”?) 
and visual traps (“atrocities”, such as ingeniously bizarre IEDs), as well as puns. In the last decade, his 
drawings have become even less figurative and more figural, works in words where words and phrases be-
come the subject matter themselves. But though they may stem from stray thoughts, these are no simple 
word-plays, because compositional factors and recessed images emerge as equally important elements. In 
“I Said Look, Man”, for instance, the letters are on fire, awash in a background evoking snakes, bombs, 
and teardrops, as if the title were itself an invocation to look beyond the scattered scribbles and mundane 
expression. To these works he has recently added a series of incongruous phrases and expressions that have 
been actually notarized by a (presumably) unwitting notary, perhaps a playful nod to that punster and most 
notorious of self-notarizers, Basquiat.
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